Two relevant news are disclosed with this new issue. On the one side, ratification of Category A2 by PUBLINDEX, the Colciencias Index, a Science and Technology Policy regulatory entity in Colombia. On the other side, notification of our admission to the ISI through its integration to Scielo. In this way, we have extended our visibility on the socialization platforms of the new communication knowledge.

In times where the country is in the search for generating research, management, and disclosure policies of science for starting a dialog with the international community, the Communication Journals are also managing our presence on knowledge circulation spaces. Concerning the specific case of “Anagramas – Rumbos y Sentidos de la Comunicación,” this has been a long process implying not few knowledge.

International Quality Standards are widely accurate concerning the parameters set when a publication deserves or not to be known by specific scientific communities. At the same time, authors and reviewers become conscious of this, and as years pass, we have known the way learning and permanent improvement are generated in several areas of the scientific community.

Our inclusion in new databases and indexes operates as a hinge, based on the fact that a tradition and a permanent work are recognized and new horizons are set in a difficult struggle intended to achieve that research in the field of social sciences, specifically communication research, is given a space in several fields of knowledge comprising research and science agenda in modern times.

We will not stop insisting on our presence and our permanent editorial improvement where social issues, specifically communication, are a contribution with points of view, questions, and ways to understand current world.

This issue is especially loaded with articles about politics and electronic media; it is the result of a collection of results from research works, ideas, and reflections; communication, as an exchange of senses, is a process where a wide spectrum of topics currently emerged as decisive is defined.